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ABSTRACT

Selective etching of native oxide in the presence of thermal and deposited
oxides is studied in a low pressure-single wafer reactor using azeotropic
HF1H20, H20, azeotropic HCl1H20, and anhydrous HF + IPA. The
oxide etch rate and the time required to initiate the etch is sensitive to the
type of reactants introduced into the etch chamber. This initiation time, or
"delay time," has a significant influence on etch selectivity. SIMS
encapsulation studies were performed to determine surface contamination
levels associated with the gas and vapor phase cleans.

INTRODUCTION

The selective removal of a native or chemical oxide from a Si surface is required
for many applications involving the manufacture of VLSI devices. A successful
selective etch process must have the capability of removing native oxides in the presence
of thermal, deposited, or doped oxides. Selectivity issues are important for the
following applications illustrated in Fig. 1: 1) Pre-Gate Oxidation, 2) Pre-Tungsten
silicide, 3) Pre-Poly, and 4) Pre-Nitride Cleans (1). Another important application not
shown here is the removal of native oxide in a contact opening prior to metal deposition.
In all of the above applications, the native oxide must be selectively removed from a Si
surface in the presence of thermal or CVD oxides. Currently alternatives for native
oxide removal include aqueous chemical cleaning, rapid thermal cleaning, plasma
cleaning, and gas and vapor phase cleaning. A comparison of methods is presented in
Table I (2). Using aqueous chemistries, the minimum native oxide thickness is obtained
using an "HF Last" clean followed by a DI rinse. This type of processing has been
associated with a particle deposition problem due to the reactivity of the Si surface. Wet
cleaning can also result in poor selectivity since all types of oxides begin to etch upon
immersion in a wet bath. Rapid thermal cleaning at high temperatures in hydrogen is
capable of removing native oxide through the desorption of SiO. However, non-
uniform removal of the oxide film can cause surface pitting and sidewall undercutting.
Carbon contamination on the wafer surface is likely to fonn carbides that can affect the
integrity of a subsequent process. Plasma cleaning can cause surface damage due to ion
bombardment and charging affects. It is also associated with contamination of the
wafer surface. Vapor HF methods can alleviate many of the contamination and damage
issues listed above, but may be limited by the presence of surface residues and poor
selectivity. This is especially true when removing native oxide in the presence of doped
oxides.



In this report, we examine the dependence oxide etch selectivity on the chemistry
of the reactants during HF vapor processing. The reactants include combinations of
azeotropic HFJH20, azeotropic HC1JH20, H20, IFA, and anhydrous HF. Previous
workers have studied the affects of wafer temperature (3,4,5), processing pressure (6),
and reactant moisture content (7). Using an azeotropic HFJH20 source to produce the
reactant vapor, Wong et al. (3) determined that the etch selectivity of PSG to thermal
oxide could be increased from 18:1 to at least 2,900:1 by raising the wafer temperature
from 25°C to 50°C. Watanabe et aL (6) developed a low pressure selective etching
technique resulting in a etch ratio of 2,000: 1 between BPSG and thermal oxide. This
allowed them to use the BPSG as a mold for 256 Mb DRAM capacitors. Miki et al. (7)
showed that the etch selectivity was strongly dependent on the moisture levels in the
reactor when using anhydrous HF. Lowering the moisture levels allowed the etching of
native oxides in the presence of doped CVD oxides. In general, however, etching with
anhydrous HF without adding a solvent such as water or alcohol can result in uneven
etching with poor uniformity and reproducibility. This lack of control is likely a result
of localized etching in areas of increased surface water contamination levels.

T bi I L' it ti f CI M th da e . mu a IOns 0 eanmg e o s.
CLEANING METHOD PROBLEMS
Aqueous HF Particle Deposition, Selectivity Control
Rapid Thermal Cleaning Surface Pitting, Sidewall Undercutting
Plasma Cleaning Surface Damage, Contamination
VaporHF Residues, Selectivity Control

EXPERIMENT AL

Native oxide, thermal oxide, and deposited oxide films were processed on a
single wafer-low pressure HF vapor system (8). The wafer was held in a SiC chamber
at ambient temperature and pressures below 350 Torr. Etch selectivity data has been
collected using gas and vapor phase mixtures of HF, H20, HCI, and IFA. Under
normal operations, a N2 carrier gas is used to transport azeotropic HF/H20 (38.4%
HF), azeotropic HC1JH20 (22.8% HCl), H20, and high purity IFA vapor to the wafer
surface. In addition, this reactor has the capability for delivering anhydrous HF without
a carrier gas. The combinations used in this study are listed in Table II. Typically the
HF source, either the azeotropic solution or anhydrous HF, is delivered to the chamber
while the second source delivers either H20 or azeotropic HC1/H20 as dilutants or IFA
as a solvent when etching with anhydrous HF. Oxide thicknesses were measured using
film thickness reflectometry and ellipsometry. Oxide etch rates and "delay times" (the
time required to initiate the etch reaction) were then determined. SIMS encapsulation
experiments were performed to determine the surface contamination levels and compare
the vapor cleans to a conventional HF strip followed by a DI water rinse.

Table II. Reactant Source Combinations Used on Vapor Phase System.
SOURCE #1 SOURCE #2
Azeotropic HFIH20 -
Azeotropic HFIH20 H2O
Azeotropic HFIH20 Azeotropic HC1/H20
Anhydrous HF IPA



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Etch selectivity of' different thick oxides using aqueous processing is simply
defined by the ratio of etch rates for the various materials. This definition must be
mcxlified when determining the vapor phase HF etch selectivity of native oxides for two
reasons: 1) vapor phase processing leads to a significant "delay" time during which no
etching takes place, and 2) a comparison of the selectivity of native or chemical oxides
to thicker oxides films is difficult since native oxide etch rates are not particularly
meaningful compared to the time required to remove the native oxide. Therefore, etch
selectivity between native oxide and other oxides is defined simply by the amount of
thermal or deposited oxide removed during the time required to over etch the native
oxide by 50%. While this definition of native oxide etch selectivity is necessarily
arbitrary, it allows a meaningful comparison of selectivity using different reactants and
films. It is assumed that this etch time gives complete removal of the native oxide.

Azeotropic HF!H20

An example of the dependence of the delay time and the etch rate on the type of
oxides is shown in Fig. 2 for etching using N2 carrier gas supplying a single azeotropic
HF/H20 source. Under this set of processing conditions, the condensation process
leads to a unique delay time for different types of oxides. During this delay time, the
reactants are introduced into the chamber, but partial pressures are sufficiently low that
etching does not take place. The delay times for native oxide, thermal oxide, TEOS,
PSG (4%), and BPSG (4%B, 7%P), are 4 see, 7.1 see, 5.7 see, 8.1 sec, and 2.0 see,
respectively. The etch rates were not measured for native oxide. The etch rates for
thermal, TEOS, PSG, and BPSG are 48 A/sec, 78 A/sec, 189 A/see, and 129 Nsec,
respectively. The vapor phase etch characteristics of these oxides illustrate the difficulty
in assigning values of etch selectivity relative to native oxide. Using the above
mentioned 50% native oxide over etch definition of selectivity rather than a ratio or etch
rates as used for wet chemical processing, the over etch time for native oxide is 12 sec.
This over etch time is simple determined by first locating the time where the "knee"
occurs in the native oxide etch curve and then increasing this time by 50%. Following
this definition, the native oxide etch selectivity for thermal oxide, TEOS, PSG, and
BPSG is, 217 A, 523 A, 725 A, and 1250 A, respectively. These values are also listed
in Table III for thermal oxide and TEOS. HF vapor processing has the potential for
improved selectivity since there is the potential for controlling the delay time as well as
the etch rate.

Azeotropic HFlfbO + H20

Dilution of the azeotropic HF/H20 mixture with H20 reduced thermal oxide etch
rates but also shortened the delay time. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for different ratios of
N2 carrier gas flows supplied to the azeotropic HF/H20 and H20 sources. The delay
times are less than 3 see for all cases compared to the delay time of 7.1 sec shown in
Fig. 2 for the etching of thermal oxide using azeotropic HF/H20. The dilute etching of
native oxide is compared to thermal oxide and TEOS in Fig. 4. In this case, the 50%
over etch time for native oxide is approximately 9 see compared to 12 sec for the
azeotropic HF/H20 sources. A comparison of Figs. 2 and 4 and Table III shows that



the dilution of the azeotropic HF with H20 significantly reduces both the etch rate and
the delay time of the thermal oxide and TEOS. The reduction in etch rate dominates,
giving native oxide etch selectivities for the of the thermal oxide and TEOS 21 A and 38
A, respectively. The native oxide etch selectivity is improved by adding additional H20
compared to the single azeotropic HF/H20 source due to the much reduced etch rate of
the thermal oxide and TEOS.

Table m. Thermal and TEOS Etch Selectivity: Amount of Oxide
R d D' 50~ N tl Oxid 0 Et hemove urmg a 0 a rve Xl e ver c .

Native Oxide Thermal Oxide TEOS
50% Over Rate Delay Sel. Rate Delay Sel.

REACTANTS Etch see Nsec see A Nsec sec A
Az.HF 12 48 7.1 217 78 5.7 523
Az.HF+H20 9 3.2 2.0 21 5.4 1.0 38
Az.HF+Az.HCI 8 3.3 12 0 - - -
Anhyd. HF+IPA 18 1.5 15 <10 6 15 <20

Note: Az. IS azeotropic Anhyd. IS anhydrous.

Azeotropic HFlI:bO + Azeotropic HClIH2.0

In contrast to the case of diluting the azeotropic HF/H20 with additional H20,
mixing the azeotropic HF/H20 with azeotropic HCl/H20 increases the delay time for
thermal oxide to over 12 see while lowering the native oxide delay time. Since the 50%
over etch time of native oxide of 9 see is less than the 12 see thermal oxide delay time,
the selectivity is 0 A. The etch rates for azeotropic HF/H20 and azeotropic HF/H20
diluted with HCI are nearly the same. Diluting azeotropic HF/H20 with HCI therefore
has a marked improvement in selectivity as illustrated in Fig. 5.

Anhvdrous HF + IPA

Repeatable and uniform etching with anhydrous HF requires the addition of a
solvent. If a solvent is not present, trace amounts of water on the wafer or in the reactor
can cause local initiation of etching. Water resulting as a byproduct of this reaction can
cause further local etching leading to non-uniform etch conditions. Gas phase
processing using mixtures of alcohols and HF has been studied by previous workers (1,
5,9). IPA has an advantage over water as a solvent since it will wet the bare Si surface
after the native oxide is removed. Indeed, stripping native oxide with a HF/IP A mixture
has the potential of a more complete removal of native oxide since there is no
hydrophilic/hydrophobic transition. A comparison of native oxide, thermal oxide and
TEOS etch as shown in Fig. 6 indicates that during the 50% over etch time of 18 see,
less than < 10 A of thermal and < 20 A of TEOS are removed. This improvement in
selectivity compared to the azeotropic HF/H20 case is due to a combination of the long
delay times and low etch rates as indicated in Table III. It should be noted that the etch
rates for thermal oxide and TEOS shown in Fig. 6 are not linear during the early stages
of etching. The etch rate calculations are made for short etch times as this rate if of more
importance when measuring etch selectivity.



Si Surface Contamination

Considerations other than etch selectivity are important when determining the
appropriate vapor etch chemistry for a given application. For example, while vapor
phase HF/H20/HCI has been found to give equivalent electrical results compared to
aqueous cleaning for pre-gate oxide cleans (10), this vapor mixture is not suitable for a
pre-epi clean due to the formation of defects in the epi. However, a dilution of the vapor
HF with IFA has produced high quality epi. SIMS encapsulation studies comparing
vapor HF cleaned wafers and vapor HF + IFA cleaned wafers show less carbon and
oxygen when the added IPA is used. Improved wetting of the reactants on the Si
surface during the transition from hydrophilic to a hydrophobic conditions likely leads to
a more complete removal of the native oxide when IFA is present

Two series of wafers were given the cleans listed in Tables IV and V prior to
CVD of epi and tungsten silicide, respectively. SIMS studies were then performed
sputtering back through these encapsulating layers to the interface between the deposited
films and the Si substrate. The data in Table IV compares surfaces where the native
oxide is stripped with azeotropic HF, azeotropic HF followed by an IFA Dry, and a
mixture of azeotropic HF + IFA. For these vapor cleans, the mixture of HF and IFA
produces the lowest level of interfacial oxygen. The low fluorine levels are due to the
desorption of fluorine below the temperature of the epi deposition.

The wafers listed in Table V were given either a standard 10:1 HF dip plus spin
rinse dry, an azeotropic HF/H20 vapor clean, or an anhydrous HF + IFA vapor clean
prior to a dichlorosilane based CVD tungsten silicide deposition. The interfacial
contamination as determined by SIMS are also plotted in Fig. 7. These data indicate that
a standard wet HF followed by a DI Rinse process lowers the oxygen level at the
interface by two orders of magnitude compared to the sample that was not cleaned. The
azeotropic HF/H20 clean leaves slightly more oxygen while the mixture of anhydrous
HF + IFA has a significantly reduced oxygen signal. This capability of reducing the
oxygen level using the anhydrous HF + IPA may be related to the lack of a hydrophilic
to hydrophobic transition. There are not significant differences in the carbon signals for
the cleaned samples. It is however interesting to note that the alcohol clean does not
cause a increase in carbon levels. The fluorine signal is also reduced for the vapor
cleans, although fluorine in the WF6 gas source makes it difficult to determine the
source of this contaminant. A direct comparison between the contamination levels
shown in Tables V and VI cannot be made because of the differences related to the CVD
encapsulation techniques used.

CONCLUSIONS

The vapor phase etch selectivity of native oxide relative to thermal and deposited
oxides can be improved by diluting an azeotropic HF/H20 source with H20 or
azeotropic HCl/H20. Anhydrous HF mixed with IPA as a solvent also has shown
improved selectivity. The observed differences in selectivity are related to changes in
both the etch rate and the delay time during which no etching takes place. SIMS
encapsulation studies of contamination at the interface between a CVD film and a Si
substrate are dependent on the pre-clean. The lowest contamination levels are found
when vapor IPA is introduced into the vapor cleaning system.



CLEANING METHOD OXYGEN CARBON FLUORINE
WetHF with DI Rinse 2e 13 1 e 13 < 1.7 e 9
Azeotropic HF!H20 1 e 15 4e 13 < 1.7 e 9
Azeotropic HF!H20 + IPA 1 e 12 2 e 12 < 1.7 e 9

Table IV. SIMS Epi-Encapsulation (at/cm-).

T bl V SIMS T t ST id E I r (at/ 2)a e . un zs en I ICI e- ncapsu a IOn a em .
CLEANING METHOD OXYGEN CARBON FLUORINE
No Clean 4 e 15 1 e 14 4e 13
Wet HF with DI Rinse 4e 13 6e 13 1 e 13
Azeotropic HF!H20 5 e 13 5 e 13 1 e 13
Anhydrous HF + IPA 8 e 12 4 e 13 4e 12
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